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Abstract—Social media networks as well as online graph
analytics operate on large-scale graphs with millions of vertices,
even billions in some cases. Low-latency access is essential,
but caching suffers from the mostly irregular access patterns
of the aforementioned application domains. Hence, distributed
in-memory systems are proposed keeping all data always in
memory. But, the sheer amount of small data objects demands
new concepts regarding the local and global data management
as well as for the fault-tolerance mechanisms to mask server
failures and power outages. We propose a backup distribution
mechanism and a parallel recovery concept allowing to recover a
failed server storing hundreds of millions of small objects within
1 to 2 seconds. All proposed concepts have been implemented
within the open source system DXRAM and have been evaluated
in the Microsoft Azure cloud with up to 72 virtual machines.
The experiments show that DXRAM can recover a server storing
500,000,000 small objects from SSDs within 2 seconds.
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I. DXRAM

DXRAM is a distributed in-memory system for data centers
optimized for large amounts of small data objects (32 - 128
bytes) common in interactive applications like search engines
or social media networks based on enormous data graphs.
Every DXRAM instance is either a peer or a superpeer. As a
master server, a peer stores data objects, may run computations
and exchanges data directly with other peers, and also serves
client requests when DXRAM is used as a back-end storage.
A peer may also be used as a backup server for other peers.
Superpeers store global meta-data like the locations of data
objects, implement a monitoring facility, detect failures and
coordinate the recovery of failed master servers, and also
provide a naming service. Objects stored in DXRAM’s key-
value store are called chunks. Every chunk has a 64-bit
globally unique ID called a chunk ID (CID) consisting of two
separate parts: A 16-bit node ID of the object creator and a 48-
bit locally unique sequential number enabling a space-efficient
range-based meta-data lookup on superpeers and a very fast
local paging-like address translation on peers [1].

DXRAM shares ideas with RAMCloud [2] but has a totally
different application domain focus. DXRAM is focused on
very small data objects whereas RAMCloud is designed for
table-based data with moderate to large object sizes. As a
consequence DXRAM uses very different approaches for in-
memory data as well as log management.

II. RECOVERY

Chunks are replicated to logs on SSDs on remote backup
servers [3], thus the recovery performance on a single backup
server is limited by its hardware. Therefore, DXRAM scatters
the chunks from one master server to many backup servers to
aggregate SSD bandwidth and CPU processing power. Backup
servers are not determined for each chunk but for backup
zones, containing up to 256 MB of chunks, to minimize meta-
data overhead for backups. Hence, a server’s data is split into
256 MB blocks which can be recovered from a backup server
within 1 to 2 seconds. This process can be performed by
many backup servers in parallel allowing high scalability. For
every backup zone, three backup servers are assigned with a
static replication and recovery ordering. If a master server fails
its associated superpeer coordinates the recovery of involved
backup servers using backup zone meta-data which is stored
on the superpeer, too. Due to network bandwidth limitations
backup servers recover backup zones in their local memory,
first, making all objects available again as fast as possible.
Later backup zones can be migrated asynchronously to a fresh
master server.

As chunks may be updated we also need an efficient
management of backup zones on each master server allowing
it to send updates of a chunk to the correct backup servers.
DXRAM uses a modified B-tree taking advantage of CID
ranges supporting fast and memory-efficient lookups. Because
of CID range aggregation millions of chunks can be managed
with a couple of entries (in the best case).

Server failures are detected and recovery is coordinated by
the superpeer next in a Chord-like overlay [4]. This superpeer
informs the responsible backup servers about all backup zones
which, then, recover all valid chunks of one backup zone. All
required information to initialize the recovery of a failed server
is available a-priori as backup servers of all backup zones are
stored on superpeers as well. Thus, there is no need to gather
information from backup servers (in contrary to RAMCloud
[2] and Google’s Bigtable [5]).

The local recovery on a backup server is challenging as
a typical backup zone contains several millions of small log
entries and for every single log entry the validity (currentness
and status) and correctness (data integrity) has to be verified.
To limit the temporary memory consumption, a backup zone
is recovered iteratively in 8 MB segments. The segments are
processed by iterating over all log entries and restoring the
valid ones. The validity of a chunk is verified by reading all
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current version numbers from SSD before the recovery process
and comparing them with the log entry version numbers.
Obviously, gathering, storing, reading and comparing millions
of version numbers is time critical. Hence, the local recovery
process is also parallelized for improving recovery throughput
and availability of the overall system.

The final step in the recovery process of a failed master
server is to update chunk lookup meta-data on corresponding
superpeers. Fortunately, DXRAM again can take advantage of
CID ranges allowing to send aggregated information for many
chunks at once and not for every single chunk.

III. EVALUATION

In this section, we are evaluating the performance of the
proposed recovery architecture using YCSB [6] and a recovery
benchmark. All benchmark runs were executed in Microsoft’s
Azure Cloud in Germany Central. We used up to 72 virtual
machines from the type Standard_DS13_v2 which are memory
optimized servers with 8 cores (Intel Xeon E5-2673), 56 GB
RAM and 112 GB SSD capacity (maximal cached throughput:
256 MBps). In order to manage the servers, we created 2
identical scale-sets (one scale-set is limited to 40 VMs) based
on a custom Ubuntu 14.04 image with 4.4.0-59 kernel.

The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) was
designed to quantitatively compare distributed serving storage
systems [6]. For our evaluation we used an individual workload
typical for social media networks: 150 million 64-byte objects
per server, zipfian distribution, 90 % read and 10 % write
operations. All storage servers are used as masters and backup
servers. We use 48 storage servers, with a total of 7.2 billion
64-byte chunks in RAM and 21.6 billion log entries on SSD,
and 24 YCSB clients for benchmarking. Each YCSB client is
configured to emulate 100 clients using one thread per client.
During the benchmark phase, three masters are shut down to
analyze the recovery performance with high overall system
load. Figure 1 shows the operation throughput, maximum and
average response times of the first 300 seconds with three
single master server failures at second 24, 78 and 184. The
24 clients executed around 2 million operations per second
resulting in 18 million reads and 2 million writes every second.
Figure 1 shows that the recovery is very fast. The maximum
response time of all clients over the whole time is around
2.6 seconds, recorded during the first failure. The second and
third failures were masked even faster. The recovery took 1.8,
1.3 and 1.6 seconds. The rest of the time is spent for failure
detection and ramping up of the clients.

Figure 2: Overall Recovery Performance

The recovery benchmark focuses on the parallel recovery
of one master server. This server creates 500,000,000 64-byte
chunks with a total payload of more than 30 GB (resulting in
32.132 GB in memory management), allocated to 144 backup
zones. The data is then replicated to up to 72 slaves. After
logging all chunks, the master is shut down which initiates the
recovery process for all 144 backup zones. As expected, the
recovery times improve with the number of backup peers (see
figure 2). With 72 backup peers (2 backup zones per backup
peer) the complete recovery process took less than 2 seconds
resulting in a recovery throughput of more than 16.5 GB/s.
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